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OUTLINE
• Carbon Mapper Inc Overview
• Current Airborne Campaign Data and Insights

- Methods and Data
- Past campaign insights
- Ongoing work

• Carbon Mapper Satellite Program
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QUICK FACTS
• Carbon Mapper is a 501c3 nonprofit 
• Our Satellite Program is being developed 

through a unique public-private partnership
• Launching two demonstration satellites in 2023
• Expanding constellation in 2025 with 

daily/weekly monitoring
• Currently conducting aerial surveys in key 

regions
• Exploring potential use for land/ocean data 

products. 
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OUR MISSION
Fill gaps in the emerging global ecosystem of CH4 and CO2

monitoring systems by delivering data that is precise, 
timely, and accessible to empower science-based 

decision making and action.
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WHAT WE DO
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1. Detect CH4 and CO2 emissions using visible-
infrared imaging spectrometers on 
satellites and aircraft

• Currently conducting airborne mapping across 
select regions

• Setting the stage for satellite constellation 
deployment

2. Provide decision-makers with open access to 
data

• Open online data portal provides access to 
airborne data products

3. Distill insights to drive mitigation action
• Range from leak detection, to direct 

engagement on specific regional opportunities
• Designed to drive immediate action and inform 

science-based decisions
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AIRBORN PROGRAM
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2016-2021 Airborne Data available at carbonmapperdata.org

https://carbonmapper.org/
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A.K. Thorpe et al.: AVIRIS-NG CH4, CO2, H2O retrievals 5
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Figure 3. (a) AVIRIS-NG measured and modeled radiance for one
image pixel within the CH4 plume used for the CH4 retrieval (see
Figure 2b). (b) The residual is plotted with 1 � standard deviation
boundary calculated from residuals for the entire scene.
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Figure 4. (a) AVIRIS-NG measured and modeled radiance for one
image pixel within the CH4 plume used for the H2O retrieval (see
Figure 2e). (b) The residual is plotted with 1 � standard deviation
boundary calculated from residuals for the entire scene.

from the HITRAN database (Rothman et al., 2009) and a 30

classical Voigt spectral line-shape was used to calculate ver-

tical optical densities for fourteen atmospheric layers that
spanned sea level to the top of the atmosphere.

Above the aircraft, vertical optical densities were com-
bined and an air mass factor (AMF) was calculated to ac- 35

count for one way transmission. Vertical optical densities be-
low the aircraft were also combined with an AMF reflect-
ing two way transmission. This resulted in a two layer atmo-
spheric model that speeds up the retrieval and incorporates
the ground elevation and flight altitude for each AVIRIS-NG 40

scene. The two layer model was used to model reflected so-
lar radiation perturbed by the absorbing species CH4, CO2,
H2O, and N2O. Three retrieval windows were used, each tar-
geting the primary gas of interest. CH4 retrievals were per-
formed between 2,215 and 2,410 nm (Figure 1) and included 45

fits for H2O and N2O. Because N2O has weak absorption
features, these Jacobians are not shown in Figure 1. Between
1,904 and 2,099 nm CO2 retrievals included H2O and N2O,
while H2O retrievals between 1,103 and 1,178 nm also in-
cluded CO2 and N2O. Therefore, the state vector (xn) for 50

each retrieval window had six rows. Modeled radiance at
high spectral resolution was calculated for each wavelength
with a forward radiative transfer model using the following
equation

F hr (xi) = Ihr
0 ·exp
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where F hr (xi) is the forward modeled radiance at the ith
iteration of the state vector, Ihr

0 is the incident intensity, a
solar transmission spectrum (Geoffrey Toon, personal com-5

munication, 2013), An is the air mass factor (AMF) for each
n number of atmospheric state vector elements, ⌧ ref

n is the
reference vertical optical density for each n number of atmo-
spheric state vector elements (including optical densities of
the three absorbing species, xn,i is the trace gas related state10

vector at the ith iteration, which scales the prior optical den-
sities of each of the absorbing species in each n layer (six
rows, three gases for two atmospheric layers), ak are polyno-
mial coefficients to account for low-frequency spectral vari-
ations.15

The state vector contains the spectral shift (not shown
here) and a low order polynomial function (ak) to account for
the broadband variability in surface albedo (see Frankenberg
et al. (2005). The high resolution modeled radiance is con-
volved using the the instrument line shape function and sam-20

pled to the center wavelengths for each AVIRIS-NG spectral
band, resulting in a lower resolution modeled radiance at the
ith iteration of the state vector F lr (xi), calculated using a
known ⌧ ref

n scaled by xn,i.
A Jacobian Matrix is calculated for each iteration i, where25

each column represents the derivate vector of the sensor ra-
diance with respect to each element of the state vector (xi).

Ki =
@F lr(x)

@x

����
xi

. (2)

Thorpe et al., AMT, 2017; Thompson et al., GRL, 2016; Frankenberg et al., PNAS, 2016; Duren et al., Nature, 2019
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analysis cases where > 60% of the surrounding pixels contain high methane levels since they 

generate excessive outliers (in this case, 22 plumes).   

 

S2.5 IME and Plume length calculation and uncertainties 

 

We isolate each observed plume by applying the mixing ratio threshold and two parameters: 

maximum fetch (radius in meters from the plume origin) and merge distance which allows for 

definition of contiguous plumes in the presence of gaps (e.g., pixels with low methane values). For 

this analysis maximum fetch was set to 150 meters and merge distance was set to 20 meters based 

on iterative assessment of optimal plume size and shape for emission estimation (see Figure S.3 

A).  

 

Centered on the plume origin an initial circle of radius (r1) is defined based on the pixel size (Figure 

S.3 B). For the portion of the plume covered by this circle, the total excess mass of methane in the 

plume that we refer to as Integrated Methane Enhancement (IME) is calculated by summing the 

methane mixing ratio length a for the n pixels in the plume over the plume area S and then 

converting to CH4 mass units with the constant k (22,23). As shown in Figure S.3 B, the radius is 

sequentially expanded (rc, where c denotes the total number of circles) and new IME for the given 

radius ("#$%&) is calculated as follows:   

 

"#$%& 	= 	)*+(-)/(-)
0

123
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N = O"#$MMMMMM 4: P@A3	 

 

The IME method is inherently less sensitive to errors in wind speed than Gaussian plume 

inversion or single pixel mass balance and cross-sectional estimation methods given the extended 

nature of the plumes and the information content from hundreds to thousands of pixels (25). We 

confirmed that the uncertainties associated with "#$MMMMMM 4:  and U10 are uncorrelated for the set of 

nearly 1000 plumes used in the analysis and hence the relative errors 6789 and 6C	combine in 

quadrature to provide the total uncertainty 6Q	for each emission estimate: 

 

6Q 	= 		N RS
6789MMMMMM %:
"#$MMMMMM 4:

T
U

	+	W 6C@A3
X
U
Y

A
U

 

 

We obtain individual source uncertainties ranging from  ±4 to ±100%; see Fig S.5 for 

distribution of source emission  estimates and uncertainties. We eliminate from calculation of 

source emissions the small fraction of plume estimates that exhibit >100% uncertainty 

(approximately 20 plumes).  Performance with our framework is consistent with the theoretical 

best-case performance of 15-50% uncertainty for an equivalent precision instrument and ideal 

plumes predicted by large eddy simulations (25). We consider these levels of uncertainty to be 

acceptable for this analysis given the very sparse data regarding point sources in California many 

of which have never been identified, much less precisely geolocated or quantified with 

uncertainties.  For example for the Aliso Canyon gas blowout study, in situ methane sampling 

with aircraft using Gauss’s theorem resulted in 1s uncertainties ranging from ±9 to ±22%  (16). 

Enhancement + wind speed à Emission rate

Alt (km) Swath 
(km)

GSD (m)

3 1.7 3

5.5 3 5.5

8 4.4 8
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Figure 7. (a) AVIRIS-NG measured and modeled radiance for one
image pixel within the CO2 plume for the CO2 retrieval (see Figure
6b). (b) The residual is plotted with 1 � standard deviation bound-
ary calculated from residuals for the entire scene.

mapping capabilities at multiple flight altitudes, ranging
from as low as 0.4 km to 3.8 km AGL (0.4 to 3.8 m pixels)
for a controlled release experiment (Thorpe et al., 2016a) to 85

9 km AGL for the Coal Oil Point marine seeps (Thorpe et al.,
2014). AVIRIS observed the Aliso Canyon leak on multiple
flight days at 6.6 km AGL (6.6 m pixels) while the Hyperion
imaging spectrometer, also 10 nm spectral resolution but 30
m pixels, mapped the plume and demonstrated the potential 90

for a space-based application (Thompson et al., 2016).
The ability to identify individual point source locations of

CH4 and CO2 emissions has relevance to the research com-
munity as well as the private sector. Understanding the spatial
and temporal distribution as well as the magnitude of these 95

emissions is of interest given the large uncertainties associ-
ated with anthropogenic emissions. This includes industrial
point source emissions of CH4 and CO2, CH4 from oil and
gas operations as well as natural gas distribution and storage,
CH4 from agricultural sources, and CH4 and CO2 from land- 100

fills. Site operators could identify and mitigate CH4 emis-
sions, which reflect both a potential safety hazard and lost
revenue.

Despite these promising results, an imaging spectrome-
ter built exclusively for quantitative mapping of gas plumes
would have improved sensitivity compared to AVIRIS-NG
(Thorpe et al., 2014). For example, an instrument providing5

a 1 nm spectral sampling (2,000-2,400 micron) would permit
mapping CH4, CO2, H2O, CO, and N2O from more diffuse
sources using both airborne and orbital platforms (Thorpe

et al., 2016b) . The ability to identify emission sources offers
the potential to constrain regional greenhouse gas budgets10

and improve partitioning between anthropogenic and natu-
ral emission sources. Because the CH4 lifetime is only about
9 years and CH4 has a Global Warming Potential 86 times
that of CO2 for a 20 year time interval (Myhre et al., 2013),
mitigating these emissions is a particularly cost-effective ap- 15

proach to reduce overall atmospheric radiative forcing.

7 Data availability

The AVIRIS-NG data used in this study are avail-
able upon request at http:// avirisng.jpl.nasa.gov/ or
http://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov/.

Appendix A: Appendix A

A1 CH4 emissions from gas processing facility

A2 CH4 emissions from tank

A3 CH4 emissions from pipeline leak5

A4 CO2 and H2O emissions from power plant
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• Instantaneous emissions 
rates and locations for point 
source methane plumes over 
10 kg/hr over a wide area.

• Images of the instantaneous 
methane plume

DATA
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Airborne surveys of US: 
super-emitters contribute 20-60% 
of regional total emissions
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Cusworth et al., 2022; https://eartharxiv.org/repository/view/3084/
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Methane plume mapping of offshore oil and gas Infrastructure 
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Ayasse et al., In review
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• 30 facilities—including pipelines, well 
pads, compressor stations and 
processing facilities—persistently emitted 
large volumes of methane over multiple 
years, and repairing those leaks could 
immediately reduce 100,000 metric tons of 
methane per year.

https://www.edf.org/media/dozens-super-emitting-oil-and-gas-
facilities-leaked-methane-pollution-permian-basin-years-end

Cusworth et al., 2021

https://www.edf.org/media/dozens-super-emitting-oil-and-gas-facilities-leaked-methane-pollution-permian-basin-years-end
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ON GOING 
AIRBORNE WORK
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• Mitigation experiments in partnership 
with California Air Resource Board 
(CARB)

• Controlled release experiments with 
Sanford University (figure right)

• Landfill surveys throughout CONUS and 
Canada

• Continued mapping of oil and gas 
basins 

• CO2 Analysis

Controlled release experiment 2021
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CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART 
CH4 REMOTE SENSING 

Regional Scale:
• Satellite: S-5P/TROPOMI

• Pixel size: 7 km

• Global land coverage

• Limited by clouds

• Good for regional inversions

• Point-source detection: ~15,000 kgCH4/hr

Hu, H., et al, Geophysical Research Letters, 45, 3682-3689 (2018) TROPOMI XCH4 measurements. A. Map of eastern N America showing a blowout 
region, B. during, C. before, and D. after the blowout event.

12
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Facility Scale:
• Aircraft: AVIRIS-NG & GAO

• Pixel size: 3—9m

• Point source detection limit: 3—15 kgCH4/hr

• Rapid regional surveys

• Satellite: PRISMA, S2, GHGSat

• Pixel size: 30m

• Point source detection: 100—1000 kgCH4/hr

• Infrequent, small area sampling

S5P/TROMPOMI flux map and GAO point source obs 

Southwest Pennsylvania

kg
CH

4/
hr
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CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART 
CH4 REMOTE SENSING 
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Carbon Mapper Satellites: 
Unprecedented Completeness
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Airborne coverage: 2,500-14,000 km2/day/aircraft
Satellite coverage: 93,000-315,000 km2/day/satellite

Unique combination of detection limit, spatial coverage, and 
sample frequency
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CARBON MAPPER

Satellite parameters Values 
Orbit altitude (km) 400 

Orbit type sun synchronous 

Sample interval (days) [full constellation] 1 - 7 

Spatial resolution (m) 30 

Swath width (km) 18 

Area coverage (km2 per day per satellite) 93,000 - 315,000 

Spectral range (nm) 400 - 2500 

Spectral sampling (nm) 5 

SNR @ CH4 detection band (medium bright scene) 300 - 600 

CH4 Minimum Detection Limit1 (kg/hr) 50 - 150 

CO2 Minimum Detection Limit1 (kg/hr) 200,000 - 600,000 

1point source, single-detection; varies with observing mode, wind-speed, surface brightness 
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CARBON MAPPER

• Public-private partnership
• Launch 2 demonstration satellites in 2023 
• Expand constellation in 2025, daily-weekly monitoring 
• Monitor 90% of high emitting CH4 & CO2 sources globally
• 100% of CH4 and CO2 data publicly available from Carbon Mapper portal within 90 days
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Backup
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